
AS Media: Easter madness! 

 
 

 

 

Your production coursework is now complete. That leaves: 

 Your pre-production blog to complete 

deadline: Monday April 19th 

 

 Your post-production evaluation to complete 

first draft deadline: Monday April 19
th

 

final draft deadline: Tuesday April 27
th

  

 

YOUR BLOGS WILL BE LOCKED AT 4PM ON TUESDAY APRIL 27th 

 

 And your examination to prepare for 

Examination date: Wednesday June 9 

 

 

On the following pages you will find guides for how to use Easter to move you forward on 

each one of these.  

 

 

Read this thoroughly and follow all 

instructions with care! 
 

 

 



The Blogs 
 

When they’re finished, your coursework blogs and evaluation will be worth 40% of your 

coursework: that’s 20% of your A level. These continue to be works in progress until the 

beginning of next term. 

 Keep checking for comments from your teachers. 

 Keep it brief but sharp – use your vocab! Use just one or two examples in each 

case to show your understanding. 

 If you get stuck on what to write, re-read the production guide you were given. 

Individual Blogs 
The individual blog is yours alone. Check through the following and make sure you have 

covered as much as you can. Tick off each one when you’ve confirmed that it’s complete. 

1. Your preliminary task should be on VIMEO: embed it in your blog. With it... 

2. ... your individual evaluation of your preliminary task: what techniques worked well, 

what didn’t, what you have learned about pre-production, production and post that you 

will apply to this new production.  

3. Textual analysis of the film opening you analysed for genre research. Use CESM and 

Lacey’s repertoire of elements in your analysis. 

4. You should also have a production diary on YOUR OWN role within the group, briefly 

logging every contribution to pre-production, production and post, including your 

contributions to the group blog. Keep this in brief note form if you can. 

5. New: first cut review. Write a post about how you contributed to the edit of your 

film. Explain key choices, using technical vocabulary. For example, where and why 

have you used shot/reverse, or chosen diegetic over non-diegetic sound? Explain any 

ways in which you have changed your plans in the edit – why you have cut scenes out, 

or changed the original order, and how that has improved your film. 

6. The evaluation – see below! 

7. Don’t forget: a menu/blogroll link to your group blog. 

8. Proof check: watch out for spelling errors and clumsy headings. Fix them! 

 

Group Blogs 

The group blogs should have been developed in your groups. It is acceptable for different 

group members to take responsibility for different posts, but you should all read and agree 

every post, and each team member should make an equal contribution to the blog overall. Put 

your name at the bottom of blogs you have written on your own – put more than one name if 

you wrote it together!  

Check through the following and make sure you have covered as much of this ground as you 

can. Tick off each one when you’ve confirmed that it’s complete. 

1. Repertoire of Elements for your genre, based on your individual research, and linking 

to your individual blogs and IMDB. This should be brief but detailed. 

2. Your production pitch (modified and improved following class feedback). This 

should discuss: narrative (for the whole film), the genre elements you plan to use, and 

the structure of your opening scene. Include reference to any key shots, edits or sound. 



3. Discussion of target audience. Who are they? Discuss age and gender demographics 

in the same way we have in your study of the film industry. What other similar films 

might your audience have seen? Look also at the BBFC website and explain which 

certificate you would hope to gain for your film and why. 

4. Production schedule: what you will do when. This should break up the 

responsibilities within the group. 

5. Notes and pictures from your recce of your location(s), identifying each location you 

plan to use, and reasons why. 

6. Your script (as a word document or PDF) with supporting notes explaining any 

interesting or important decisions. In particular, explain any changes you have made 

since your original pitch. 

7. Your storyboard or animatic. Again, you should include brief notes explaining any 

interesting shots or stylistic choices: for example, if you have made extensive use of 

long shots because you want to convey a character’s isolation, say so! 

8. A titles list, complete with production company logos and titles font. Briefly explain 

your production company name and logo. These should be listed as they will appear in 

your film, following the codes and conventions of the sorts of films you researched. 

Pay close attention to the wording! 

9. Your soundtrack. Is it just diegetic (and if so, how have you recorded it?) Have you 

created your own music track on Garageband, or used copyright-free music? What 

mood are you trying to create, and how has this affected your choices? 

10. Don’t forget: menu/blogroll link to the individual blogs for your group. 

11. Proof check: watch out for spelling errors and clumsy headings. Fix them! 

 

The Evaluation: Individual Blogs 
Your evaluation is worth 20 marks. Some of it will be new material, some of it will be based 

on work that is in your blogs already. You will be assessed on how well you show your 

understanding of... 

 issues around audience, institution, technology, representation, forms and conventions.  

 the choices you made, and their outcomes.  

 your development as a producer from preliminary to full task. 

You will also be assessed on your... 

 ability to communicate.  

 skill in the use of digital technology or ICT in the evaluation  

 

Answer the following questions, using written analysis, media examples (like 
photos or videos) and links to a) your own blogs and b) other relevant 
websites. Include the questions as headings. DUE BY MON APRIL 19. 

1. In what ways does your media product use, develop or challenge forms and 

conventions of real media products?  
This is a question about the genre you chose. It is asking you to think about the following 

genre codes and conventions: 

 Stock narratives and themes 

 Stock characters 

 Stock settings 



 Styles of presentation (CESM) and Iconography 

In each case, your production will have done one or more of the following:  

a. Used the conventions (copied the ones you discovered in your genre research), 

b. Developed the conventions (copied but then adapted to suit your film), or  

c. Challenged the conventions (deliberately broken the rules to give your 

audience a new experience. 

Compare and contrast your own sequence with one your used for research and which 

has influenced you. Write about this in up to three short paragraphs, one for each of a) 

b) and c) above. “We decided to try to develop horror film conventions by... We 

achieved this by using xxx technique...” and assess how successful you have been. 

 

2. How does your media product represent particular social groups?  

This is exactly the same question you face in the textual analysis exam. What 

recognisable groups are represented in your film opening? That might include married 

couples, assassins, detectives, even survivalists (zombie-fighters!). Use the same 

textual analysis style you’ve learned with Mr Allison. Be creative! 

 

3. What kind of media institution might distribute your media product and why?  

You will have included production company and possibly distributor idents at the start 

of your film. Here is where you justify your choices. What kind of producer would 

make your film – an independent producer or a major studio? Why? (Hint – are you a 

low-budget producer with unknown actors, or are your opening titles full of star 

billings?) Who would distribute it – a major studio, or a distributor. Which one, and 

why? Do some research (if you haven’t already!) and justify your decisions. 

 

4. Who would be the audience for your media product?  

This should already have been discussed in your blog posts – briefly repeat and 

hyperlink to the original post. Assess whether your original ideas/plans are still 

appropriate. 

 

5. How did you attract/address your audience?  

Now evaluate how effectively your finished film opening uses genre, narrative and 

style to hook the audience. Draft this at home, but get ready to develop this point after 

you’ve received audience feedback from your classmates. 

 

6. What have you learnt about technologies from constructing this product?  

Reflect on your use of cameras, microphones, lighting, Garageband and editing 

software. How has each one helped – or hindered – you in planning and producing the 

finished film.  

 

7. Looking back at your preliminary task, what do you feel you have learnt in the 

progression from it to the full product?  

Compare your work on the final task with what you accomplished on the preliminary: 

what did you learn then that helped you to produce better quality work this time? 

Hyperlink back to your evaluation post. Include technical skills, management of time 

and resources, team-working, storytelling and anything else you think is relevant. 



Revision: textual analysis 
 

Section A of the exam tests your knowledge of representation and media language (CESM). 

 

MEDIA LANGUAGE  

Media language is the term used to describe the way media technology (such as camerawork, 

editing and sound) are used to create meaning. 

REVISION TASK:  

Create your own chart of the following terms, with a definition, drawing or both to illustrate 

each one. Use this to revise the meaning of each.  

Every term is defined in the handouts you have been given during the year; most can also be 

found in media and film textbooks, and on a variety of film-related websites. 

 

Camera Shots, Angle, Movement and Composition  

 Shots: establishing shot, master shot, close-up, mid-shot, long shot, wide shot, two-shot, aerial 

shot, point of view shot, over the shoulder shot, and variations of these.  

 Angle: high angle, low angle, canted angle.  

 Movement: pan, tilt, track, dolly, crane, steadicam, hand-held, zoom, reverse zoom.  

 Composition: framing, rule of thirds, depth of field – deep and shallow focus, focus pulls.  

 

Editing  

 Includes transition of image and sound – continuity and non-continuity systems.  

 Cutting: shot/reverse shot, eyeline match, graphic match, action match, jump cut, crosscutting, 

parallel editing, cutaway; insert.  

 Other transitions, dissolve, fade-in, fade-out, wipe, superimposition, long take, short take, 

slow motion, ellipsis and expansion of time, post-production, visual effects.  

 

Sound  

 Diegetic and non-diegetic sound; synchronous/asynchronous sound; sound effects; sound 

motif, sound bridge, dialogue, voiceover, mode of address/direct address, sound mixing, 

sound perspective.  

 Soundtrack: score, incidental music, themes and stings, ambient sound.  

 

Mise-en-Scène  

 Production design: location, studio, set design, costume and make-up, properties.  

 Lighting; colour design.  

 

 



REPRESENTATION  

REVISION TASK: 

Write a textual analysis of the extract from Skins you studied in class. Spend as much time 

planning as you like, but write the essay, from start to finish, in 45 minutes. 

REVISION TASK:  

In the exam, you will be asked to consider the representation of one of the following groups 

or types: 

 Gender  

 Age  

 Ethnicity  

 Sexuality  

 Class and status  

 Physical ability/disability  

 Regional identity  

 

Summarise the prompt questions we developed in class for Gender, Ethnicity and Sexuality.  

 

REVISION TASK: 

Choose two TV dramas designed for children being aired on CBBC or the CITV channel over 

the Easter break. Examples include: 

 Dani’s House 

 The Story of Tracy Beaker 

 Spirit Warriors 

 Even Stevens 

Using one or two of these as your guide, develop your own list of prompt questions for 

analysing the representation of Age. Have these ready to further develop in class next term. 

 

 



Revision: film industry 
Section B of the exam tests your knowledge of audience and institution. 

 

AUDIENCE REVISION 

1.  Build up a set of revision notes on each of the following: 

 Audience demographics (ABC1 etc.) 

 Uses and Gratifications theory 

Remember, if your classnotes are incomplete, you can find helpful prompts in textbooks in 

the library, and online. 

 

2.  Interview ten friends and family-members about the films they have seen since Christmas. 

Include a varied spread of ages and genders, which you should also note down. 

 How many films have they seen at the cinema? 

 What genre(s)? 

 What country of origin? (American, British. French etc?) 

 How many movies have they watched on DVD in the same period. 

Make a chart of the results and be ready to discuss this in class. 

 

INSTITUTION REVISION 

 Do your own research and create a page of notes that summarises the function of the 

BBFC. Include brief notes on the meanings of the different age certificates. 

 Visit the website of Sixteen Films (Ken Loach’s company). Make a list of the last 

three films he has directed. Using IMDB and The-Numbers, for each one, find out:  

o The approximate budget 

o The British box office 

o The worldwide box office 

o The distributor 

 Visit the website of Paramount. Who owns them? Which film producers do they have 

deals to distribute? What is Paramount Vantage?  

 Send Mr Allison an email: dallison@salesian.surrey.sch.uk so that he can send you the 

Paramount slideshow on the marketing of Star Trek. 

 Conduct your own thorough revision of the processes by which films are produced, 

distributed and marketed, using your notes and handouts as guides. 

 Use IMDB to create a half-page of notes listing the key details of Looking for Eric and 

Star Trek, including producer, director, screenwriter, key actors, budget, box office, 

etc. 

 Create a chart that compares and contrasts independent and mainstream film 

production, using as many criteria as you can. 

 

DATES FOR YOUR DIARY 

STAR TREK will be screened in D4 after school (3.30-5.45) on each of the following days: 

 Thursday April 22
nd

  

 Tuesday April 27
th

  

Please make sure you attend one of these screenings, as you will need to show your 

knowledge of the text in the exam. 

 

mailto:dallison@salesian.surrey.sch.uk

